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The No Stop, hedged, Forex trading Grid system has many benefits ignored by most Forex Traders
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Article Body:
Hedged, No Stop, Forex Grid system trading (ˆthe No Stop system˜) is one of the most misunders

There are many hedged systems around and the No Stop system below is one that is being traded
The No Stop system is an investment technique which creates favourable dollar cost averaging o

It is strictly speaking, it is not a trading technique. It has however become very popular as
The No Stop system trades without stops. No stop loss orders are used at all except for when a

Transactions can or should be slow at a rate of about 3 to 4 a week. As price levels are deter

The No Stop system is always in a sell and a buy at the same time and therefore can cash in on

In simple terms you will enter the market at a particular level with an active bay and a sell.
Money is made when the price revisits some of the cash in levels over and over and over again

In the above example should the price return to the starting level (after moving 100 pips) the

The big danger of this No Stop system is strong trends with no or very few retracements. You w
The biggest one is to start with a big grid gap. What is a trend on a 5 minute chart could be

One could also vary the grid sizes relative to the trend to reduce the number of unhedged tran

The other way is to vary the number of lots used when entering into the buy and sell transacti

Trends tend to scare people away from this technique but if one views this as an investment te

Success factors for this No Stop system are: - Selecting appropriate grid sizes, currency pair

This No Stop system is not for everybody however, and is not the best Forex system since slice
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